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April 2019 

NetBank SERVICE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS CORPORATE CUSTOMERS 

1. General rules 

The present “NetBank Service General Terms and Conditions for Corporate Customers” – further on: “Terms 
and Conditions” – regulates the business relationship between Bank of China (Hungary) Close Ltd. Vienna 
Branch and the Customers when using the NetBank Services. The stipulations hereof (unless otherwise agreed 
between the parties) are binding both of them. 

2. Definitions 

1. Account means any of the current accounts and time deposit accounts held in Customer’s name with BOC 
Vienna. 

2. Application Form means the NetBank Application Form for corporate customers. 
3. Banking Holiday means official holidays as announced by the Austrian National Bank from time to time. 
4. BOC Vienna refers to Bank of China (Hungary) Close Ltd. Vienna Branch. 
5. Business Day means a day, on which Banks are open for business in Austria and is not a Banking Holiday at 

the Beneficiary’s bank or at the intermediary bank(s). 
6. Captcha Security System displays a series of distorted letters and symbols which must be retyped into the 

required field before access will be provided to the Service (which is designed to distinguish human users 
from computer programs used by hackers). 

7. Customer: company signing the contract to use the NetBank Service. 
8. Cut off time: the deadlines for submitting instructions for same day processing by BOC Vienna. 
9. E-token is the security device that produces a unique pass-code, also known as a one-time password or 

dynamic password. 
10. Funds Transfer means a transfer of funds between the Customer’s Selected Accounts pursuant to 

instructions received by BOC Vienna through the Service. 
11. Funds Transfer Operating Hours for any Business Day means the time period when the given types of 

Funds Transfer are available. 
12. NetBank is the name of internet banking solution of BOC Vienna. 
13. NetBank Service (or Service) means the service to be provided by BOC Vienna to the Customer under 

these Terms and Conditions by which the Customer may access information and give instructions to BOC 
Vienna in respect of the Customer’s Selected Accounts (the “Service”) unless otherwise agreed. 

14. NetBank Service Application Form means a form to be filled out by the Customer for participating in the 
NetBank Service. 

15. NetBank Service Contract means the contract to be concluded between BOC Vienna and the Customer for 
the use of the NetBank Service by the Customer. 

16. Parties: BOC Vienna and the Customer signing the NetBank Service Contract. 
17. Selected Accounts means those of the Customer’s Accounts that BOC Vienna make available for Funds 

Transfer Service. 
18. Service Times of NetBank means from 9:00am to 4:00pm every Business Day Vienna time 
19. Transaction limits: 

- Daily transaction limit: The highest amount of which the Customer may dispose on a given day, 
through the Service on each of the Customer’s account.  

- Single transaction limit: The highest amount of which the Customer may dispose in a given 
transaction, through the Service on each of the Customer’s account. 

20. Force majeur: an extraordinary event or circumstance beyond the control of BOC Vienna or the Customer, 
such as a war, strike, riot, crime, flooding, earthquake, terrorism. 

3. Using the service 

By signing the NetBank Service Application Form and NetBank Service Contract the Customer: 

 agrees to these Terms and Conditions; and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strike_action
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riot
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flooding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthquake
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 acknowledges that nothing in these Terms and Conditions affects the authorization of any signatories 
authorized to operate the Customer’s Selected Accounts via any access method other than the Service.  

 If BOC Vienna at any time provides additional or different NetBank Services and adds to or changes 
these Terms and Conditions in connection with those Services, by first use of the additional or changed 
NetBank Services Customer agrees to the additional or changed Terms and Conditions. 

Before using the Service the Customer must: 

 hold or open at least one current Account with BOC Vienna, 

 complete and submit a NetBank Service Application Form to BOC Vienna and sign the NetBank 
Service Contract, 

 successfully undergo Customer Due Diligence and all relevant identification procedures if and as 
required by law. 

 acquire the Customer’s username, secure password and E-token. The Customer can personally 
collect the Customer’s username, secure password and E-token from BOC Vienna, or request to 
send them separately by post or courier at the risk and cost of the Customer. If the Customer 
acquires NetBank Services, they will apply to all the Selected Accounts of the Customer unless 
otherwise agreed. 

4. Security codes 

4.1. Minimum requirements to access the Service 
Customer must successfully: 

 enter the Customer’s secure username; 

 enter the Customer’s secure password;  

 navigate the Captcha Security System, and  

 enter the one-time password generated by the Customer’s E-token. 

4.2. Minimum level of joint technical conditions at the Customer: 

 a personal computer meeting the system requirements for the chosen operating system and Internet 
browser;  

 Internet connection;  

 Internet browser: MS Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher  

 Internet browser security settings 128 bit SSL, enabling Javascript and Cookies. 

4.3. The secure username: 

 is a 6-20 digit English alpha-numeric code;  

 identifies the Customer as the holder of the Account with BOC Vienna and is initially issued by BOC 
Vienna, but must be changed by the Customer at the first time when Customer logs into the Service. 

4.4. The secure password: 

 is an 8-20 digit English alpha-numeric code;  

 verifies the Customer’s identity to access the Service; and 

 is initially issued by BOC Vienna and must be changed by the Customer when the Customer logs in to 
the Service at the first time.  

4.5. The one-time password: 

 is a random 6 digit number generated by the Customer’s E-token, and is displayed on a small screen 
on the E-token; 

 is typically generated every 60 seconds which is the life span of the password; 

 it can only be used during the life span;  

 the same one-time password cannot be used more than once. 

4.5. Blocking the secure username, the secure password and one-time passwords: 

On any day, once the username is entered, if wrong passwords are entered 5 times consecutively the username 
will be temporarily blocked and the Customer will not be allowed to attempt a further login until the next day. 
If wrong passwords are entered 15 times consecutively, the Customer’s username will be permanently blocked 
and the Customer will not be allowed to attempt a further log in until the Customer notifies BOC Vienna to 
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reactivate the username by providing a proof of the Customer’s identity at BOC Vienna or through a fax if the 
Customer has a fax contract with BOC Vienna. 

On any day, if invalid one-time passwords are entered 10 times consecutively, the E-token will be automatically 
locked and the Customer will not be allowed to attempt a further login until the Customer notifies BOC Vienna 
to unlock the Customer’s E-token by providing a proof of identity. 

BOC Vienna shall, where possible, inform the Customer of the blocking and the reasons for the blocking, where 
possible, before the respective instrument is blocked, and at the latest immediately thereafter. Once the 
reasons for blocking no longer apply, BOC Vienna shall unblock the respective instrument or shall replace it 
with a new payment instrument. 

5. Funds Transfers 

5.1. Using Funds Transfer 

The Customer may instruct BOC Vienna to make a Funds Transfer: 

 between Customer’s Selected Accounts;  

 during (and to take effect during) Funds Transfer Operating Hours on Business Days. Each type of 
Funds Transfer has its own Operating Hours and cut off times as listed in the announcement on 
Service Times of NetBank. 

The Service is available every day 24 hours except for the daily batch processing, as well as planned and 
unforeseen maintenance periods. The time of the daily batch processing may vary after the Funds Transfer 
Operating Hours. 

Cut off times, transaction limits and other conditions are stipulated in the  
- List of Conditions,  
- Service Times of NetBank and  
- Transaction limits of NetBank. 

5.2. Funds Transfer with future value dates 

Customers may give Funds Transfer instructions with future value dates. 

5.3. Process of Funds Transfer 

Once the Customer gives a Funds Transfer instruction, BOC Vienna will: 

 acknowledge by sending either a transaction receipt or a failed transaction notice (i.e. the transaction 
is refused) 

 update Customer’s Account information concerning the balance accordingly. 

Customer is responsible for any errors or inaccuracies in Funds Transfer instructions. Where reasonably 
practicable, BOC Vienna will assist Customer to mitigate the Customer’s loss.  

Where BOC Vienna makes an error in a Funds Transfer BOC Vienna will do everything reasonably practicable to 
rectify the error and will compensate Customer for any loss directly and solely resulting from the error, but 
which is not otherwise due to Customer’s own fraud, negligence or willful default. 

BOC Vienna is not responsible for failing to comply with any Funds Transfer instruction if:  

 it is unclear or incomplete; 

 it is given or is to take effect outside Funds Transfer Operating Hours;  

 if it is doubtful who initiated the transaction;  

 Customer’s Account to be debited has insufficient funds or insufficient pre-agreed credit to carry out 
the Funds Transfer; 

 Customer’ Account to be debited has been frozen for any reason or there is a legal impediment to 
processing the Funds Transfer; or 

 the Funds Transfer cannot be processed due to any other circumstances beyond BOC Vienna’s control 
(force majeur). If possible BOC Vienna sends failed transaction notice, otherwise the NetBank is 
inaccessible. 

6. Customer’s security obligations 

Customer is responsible among others for ensuring that it: 
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 has adequate protection systems, including anti-virus measures,  

 protects the security of the Customer’s username and password and the Customer’s use of the Service 
and to prevent any unauthorized access to the Customer’s security details. 

Customer must select a username and password that:  

 has no obvious connection to Customer’s name, address, birth date or driver's license number or 
similar data; 

 is not an obvious word or number or one that can be found in a purse or wallet or an obvious 
sequence of letters or numbers such as 7654321, or “aaaaaaa”.  

Customer must: 

 keep the Customer’s username and password secure and secret at all times; 

 take all reasonable steps to ensure that the Customer’s E-token is kept secure, safe and undamaged, 
and that information provided to the Customer for the Customer’s use of the NetBank Service is kept 
secure and safe. 

 change the username on receipt – once changed, the username cannot be further altered; and  

 change the password on receipt – and subsequently Customer will be reminded regularly by the 
NetBank. (It is suggested at least once every 3 months). 

Customer must ensure that the username and password are: 

 not stored in any manner which indicates that they are a security code; 

 not disclosed, reverse compiled, copied or in any way observed while being used;  

 not accessed by any unauthorized person; 

Customer should not leave the E-token in an unsafe place or allow others (including family and friends) to have 
possession of it; 

BOC Vienna discourages recording of usernames or passwords in any form. If Customers need to record their 
username or passwords, it is highly recommended that steps to be taken to disguise this information.  

The following are not considered to be reasonable attempts to disguise a username or password: 

 recording it in reverse order; 

 recording it as a 'phone number' in a place where there are no other phone numbers recorded; 

 recording it within a series of other words or numbers, but marking it in some way to identify it; 

 recording it where no other information is recorded; and 

 recording it in an easily understood code - eg A=1, B=2. 

Customers should take care to ensure that they do not store or carry any record of their username or password 
– e.g. in a purse, wallet, bag, briefcase, car, file or filing cabinet.  

BOC Vienna will never request in any form the secure password of the Customer. In case anybody on the 
Customer’s own or allegedly on behalf of BOC Vienna is requesting the username and the secure password – 
which is a fraudulent activity – Customer should report it to BOC Vienna immediately enabling BOC Vienna to 
take the necessary measures. 

If the Customer is aware of any breach of the username, password, or E-token Customer must notify BOC 
Vienna immediately in any form, especially on the telephone number +43 1 53 666 (lines are open from 9:00am 
to 4:00pm every Business Day Vienna time) and Customer must comply with all instructions from BOC Vienna.  

After business hours Customer may notify BOC Vienna at the same phone numbers through answering 
machines or by the e-mail: service.at@bankofchina.com or by fax to the number +43-1-53 666 888. 

In case any transaction occurs in a fraudulent way on the NetBank Account(s) after notification of the security 
breach received by BOC Vienna, it will be at the expense of BOC Vienna.  

Subject to clauses 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, any losses that may occur prior to the notification taking effect will be borne 
by Customer. 

Customer acknowledges that in case the Customer’s secure identification data are stolen or are used in a 
fraudulent way the Customer should immediately report to the Police for investigation by giving notice to BOC 
Vienna as well. 
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7. Customer’s other obligations 

When using the Service, Customer must: 

 act in accordance with the NetBank Service Application Form, the NetBank Service Contract and these 
Terms and Conditions; 

 comply with all relevant laws; and 

Customer must comply with all reasonable instructions given by BOC Vienna from time to time in relation to 
the use of the Service, especially regarding its secure usage. All damages related to the negligence of these 
instructions are born by the Customer. 

Customer warrants the truth, accuracy and completeness of all information given to BOC Vienna: 

 in any NetBank Service Application Form; or 

 in the NetBank Service Contract; or 

 in the course of using the Service; or 

 when otherwise acting in respect of any Account 

Customer acknowledges and agrees that, in entering into these Terms and Conditions and using the Service, 
BOC Vienna is relying on the truth, accuracy and completeness of all information given by the Customer. 

Customer must notify BOC Vienna immediately if there are any changes to the information provided by him on 
the NetBank Service Application Form or in any other way as described above. The damages caused by failing 
the notification have to be borne by the Customer.  

8. Verification of instructions 

8.1. When BOC Vienna receives instructions for the Service, BOC Vienna will verify that the person giving the 
instruction is the Customer by reference to entry of the correct username, secure password, success navigation 
of the Captcha System and valid one-time password. 

The Funds transfer instruction is considered received by BOC Vienna at the point of time the NetBank receives 
the Funds transfer instruction. The NetBank will confirm receipt of it to the Customer. The receipt of the 
instruction does not mean its acceptance and fulfillment. Furthermore, BOC Vienna considers that the Funds 
Transfer instruction was not received if there is any technical problem while entering the Funds transfer 
instruction into the NetBank according to that the NetBank does not actually receive the Funds Transfer 
instruction, or the instruction is not shown in the status reports.  

Corporate Customers may initiate several transactions between entering into and logging off the NetBank and 
the approval of more than one transaction may take place with one single E-token identification. 

NetBank instructions should meet the same basic requirements concerning their content as the paper based 
instructions.  

The NetBank records the instructions given through it. The Customer accepts the validity of the data stored in 
the NetBank. In case of any dispute the Customer accepts the records of the NetBank as proofs regarding the 
acceptance of the instruction and its fulfillment.  

The Customer is aware that Funds Transfer instructions as well as any payment orders and instructions sent via 
NetBank received by BOC Vienna cannot be recalled, cancelled nor modified. 

Funds Transfer instructions that do not meet the requirements of legal stipulations, the NetBank Service 
Application Form, the NetBank Service Contract or these terms and conditions will be cancelled by BOC Vienna 
and a failure notice will be given to the Customer. 

The Customer may check the status of the Funds Transfer instruction given through the NetBank. 

8.2. Once BOC Vienna has verified that the person sending a Funds Transfer instruction is a Customer 
registered in accordance with due identification, the instruction will constitute a valid direction from the 
Customer to BOC Vienna and Customer must accept all responsibility for the accuracy of information contained 
in the instruction. 

8.3. Customer acknowledges that BOC Vienna is not obliged to refer to anything else than Customer’s 
username and secure password and one-time password and the Captcha Security System when verifying that 
the instructions are from the Customer. 
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8.4. Customer understands that a transaction being carried out is not always simultaneous with an instruction 
being given and certain instructions may only be processed during Funds Transfer Business Hours even 
although the Service may be accessible outside such hours. 

9. System failure and linked sites 

9.1. Customer may experience interruptions and difficulties accessing the NetBank Service and its content from 
time to time. BOC Vienna takes every reasonable effort to keep the NetBank Service and the content free from 
errors, viruses or interruptions. 

The NetBank may be affected by outages, faults or delays. These may be caused by technical difficulties, 
Customer’s or a third party's software, equipment or systems, traffic and infrastructure failures or actions 
taken by third parties. BOC Vienna is not liable for the outages, faults or delays if it can be proved that the 
outage, fault of delay was due to force majeur or slight negligence of BOC Vienna. 

BOC Vienna may also alter, interrupt, suspend or deny access to all or part of the NetBank Service or content at 
any time for security reason BOC Vienna thinks fit, without any prior notice. 

9.2. In case the NetBank Service or any internet system experiences any breakdown or interruption, corruption 
of data or any other form of system failure so that the Customer cannot use the Service effectively then BOC 
Vienna will do all things reasonably practicable to reinstate the Service as soon as possible. 

9.3. The NetBank Service may contain links or references to other web pages. BOC Vienna is not responsible for 
the availability or content of any linked web pages and any link or reference that is for Customer’s convenience 
and is not an endorsement by BOC Vienna of the other web pages, its contents or its owner/sponsor. 

9.4. Customer may use the NetBank Service at the Customer’s sole discretion, and in the course of orders given 
via the NetBank Service, unauthorized third parties may, for reasons falling beyond BOC Vienna’s responsibility, 
gain access to Customer’s code and / or any other fraud may be committed in the NetBank Service which may 
be injurious for the Customer. As a result of such fraud, the Customer may sustain financial losses. BOC Vienna 
shall not be liable for any type of losses that the Customer may sustain in connection with using the Internet. 

10. Liability of BOC Vienna 

10.1. BOC Vienna gives no warranties or guarantees in relation to the rights to access and use the Website or 
the Service. All terms implied by law, except those that cannot be lawfully excluded, are excluded to the full 
extent permitted by law. 

10.2. Where it is not lawful or possible to exclude conditions, warranties or rights implied or given by statute, 
or other laws, BOC Vienna’s liability for any breach of such implied conditions, warranties or rights will (to the 
extent allowed by law) be limited to the supplying of the Service again or the payment of the cost of having the 
Service supplied again, as BOC Vienna decides. 

10.3. BOC Vienna will not be liable to the Customer in contract or in tort (including negligence) for, or in 
respect of, any direct, indirect or consequential loss, damage, liabilities, claims or expenses the Customer 
suffers arising from or in connection with: 

 the NetBank Service, any event referred to in clause 9.1 or 9.2 if the Customer should have been 
aware the NetBank service or equipment was unavailable for use or malfunctioning, in which case BOC 
Vienna’s responsibilities are limited to those set out in clause 9.2 plus refunding any fees or charges 
imposed as a result;  

 any third party web pages linked to or referred to on the Website or these Terms and Conditions.  

For these purposes “consequential loss” includes any loss of profit, use or goodwill or similar financial loss, any 
loss or damage caused by any expenses incurred by the Customer in mitigation or attempted mitigation of such 
loss or damage. 

BOC Vienna shall only be liable for gross negligence and willful misconduct, unless otherwise foreseen by 
mandatory provisions of applicable law. 

10.4. Rectification 

The Customer may request rectification from BOC Vienna immediately upon the execution of a payment 
transaction, but no later than 6 months after the time of execution of the transaction that corresponds to the 
debit date on the payment account, of any unauthorized or incorrectly executed payment transactions. If the 
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month of expiry does not have a calendar day equivalent to the debit day, the time limit shall expire on the last 
day of the month. 

10.5 Lodging claims and their handling 

The customer may lodge the Customer’s claims personally at BOC Vienna, by letter, phone, fax or e-mail at the 
same numbers where the requests related to the security codes are handled. BOC Vienna shall investigate the 
case, request additional data from the Customer if needed and will respond the claim in 10 working days after 
receipt of the last information of the Customer. 

11. Breaches and termination  

BOC Vienna may terminate the Service Contract with the Customer and end the Customer’s use of the Service 
immediately by notice in writing to the Customer if the Customer is in material or repeated breach of any of 
the Customer’s obligations under these Terms and Conditions. 

12. Costs, expenses and fees 

Customer must pay or, to the extent already paid by BOC Vienna, reimburse BOC Vienna on demand for all: 

 costs, charges and expenses incurred by BOC Vienna, its agents, contractors and employees in connection 
with the exercise, enforcement or protection (or any attempt to exercise, enforce or protect) any of the 
Customer’s rights under this document, including, in each case, legal costs and expenses on a solicitor; and 

 taxes, registration and other fees, charges paid by BOC Vienna, in each case, including fines and penalties 
for late payment, arising directly or indirectly in connection with the execution, delivery or compliance with 
this document, any payment, receipt or supply in relation to them and any transactions contemplated by 
BOC Vienna. 

A List of Conditions containing the fees payable in respect of the Service will be provided to Customer on the 
Website and when an initial NetBank Service Application Form is submitted by the Customer. 

13. Miscellaneous provisions 

13.1. The Customer will receive the details of any payment performed through the NetBank Service (reference 
number, amount of the payment in the same currency, in the currency of the account, the applied exchange 
rate, fees and costs, value date of the debit entry on the account etc.) as stipulated in the Austrian Payment 
Services Act and in the Bank Account Agreement concluded between BOC Vienna and the Customer. 

13.2. Notification of material changes 

 BOC Vienna may change any of these Terms and Conditions at any time including introducing a fee or 
charge if market changes justify them. 

 BOC Vienna will give to the Customer a 6 weeks notice of any such changes. Such notification may be 
provided via the media, by written notice to the Customer and Notice in the Office of BOC Vienna. In case 
the Customer disagrees with the introduced changes the Customer may terminate the NetBank Service 
Contract in 60 days without paying any termination fee to BOC Vienna, however in this case the Customer 
must settle all outstanding claims of BOC Vienna. 

13.3. Records 

Using the Service the Customer will be able to access records of Funds Transfers for a period of 12 months from 
the date of the transfer. 

13.4. Waivers, variations and consents 

Any waiver or consent by BOC Vienna is effective only if it is in writing and signed by or on behalf of BOC 
Vienna and then only to the extent expressly stated in writing and in the specific instance and for the specific 
purpose for which it is given. 

No failure on the part of BOC Vienna to exercise, or delay in exercising any of BOC Vienna rights operates as a 
waiver of them. 

No provision of this document or right conferred by it can be varied except in writing and signed by BOC 
Vienna. 

13.5. Invalidity 
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If any provision of these Terms and Conditions is found to be void or unenforceable, that provision shall be 
deemed to be deleted from these Terms and Conditions and the remaining provisions hereof shall continue in 
full force and effect. Parties shall use their reasonable endeavors to procure that any such provision is replaced 
by a provision which is valid and enforceable, and which gives effect to the spirit and intent of these Terms and 
Conditions. 

13.6. Assigning rights 

BOC Vienna may without Customer’s consent assign to any person rights under this document. Customer must 
not assign any rights under the NetBank Service Application Form and the NetBank Service Contract without 
prior written consent of BOC Vienna. 

13.7. Governing law and jurisdiction 

This document is governed by and it is to be interpreted in accordance with the laws of Austria. Parties submit 
any of their disputes not solved amicably to the exclusive jurisdiction of the court having subject-matter 
jurisdiction at the place of the Bank's registered office. 

13.8. Issues not regulated by the these Terms and Conditions will be governed by the stipulations of the 
Framework Contract (as specified by BOC Vienna’s Rules on Payment Services) consisting of the following 
documents  

 the General Terms and Conditions of Bank of China (Hungary) Close Ltd. Vienna Branch 

 these NetBank Service General Terms and Conditions 

 List of Conditions 
=  Service times of NetBank 
=  Transaction limits of NetBank 

 the Users’ Guide to NetBank on the Website of Bank of China (Hungary) Close Ltd. 

 the account opening contracts signed between the Parties: account opening contract corporate customer 

 the NetBank Service Contract signed between the Parties 

 the NetBank Service Application Form signed by the Custumer 

 the Announcements of BOC Vienna on the interest rates and FX rates 


